POLIO POSTERS * CHECK LIST

Milton Ackhoff - POLIO CARE OPEN TO ALL, poster color on board
Walter Allner - YOUR HEART, YOUR HELP, THEIR HOPE, poster color on board
Herbert Bayer - POLIO RESEARCH? A LIGHT IS BEGINNING TO DAWN, poster color on board
Margaret Bourke-White - SHE'S WINNING HER FIGHT, photograph
Esther Bubley - COURAGE COMES IN THE 4-YEAR SIZE, photograph
Jean Carlu - POLIO - THE ULTIMATE GOAL, poster color on board
Philip Evergood - A LIFETIME IS IN YOUR DIME, oil
Tana Hoban - I CAN WALK AGAIN, photograph
Leon Karp - RESEARCH IS HOPE, oil
Henry Koerner - MAYBE SOON, gouache
Jacob Laurence - PROGRESS OVER POLIO, gouache
Hazel Larsen - DON'T BE AFRAID, photograph
Helen Levitt - BACK TO THE GANG, photograph
Herbert Matter - ONE OF THEM HAD POLIO, photograph
Loren MacIver - HELP RESEARCH, CLOSE THE CIRCLE, pastel on lastoplane
David Stone Martin - RECOVERY, oil
Erik Nitsche - LET YOUR DIME FIGHT POLIO, poster color on board
Paul Rand - IGNORANCE BREEDS FEAR, poster color on board
Ben Shahn - LET YOUR HELP MATCH THEIR COURAGE, oil
Honore Sharrer - HOME AGAIN, gouache on lastoplane
David Smith - POLIO'S WAR, cast bronze
Franklin Watkins - FACTS FIGHT FEAR, oil
Milton Wynne - WE POLIOS CAN FILL ALMOST ANY JOB, oil